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1. Introduction. When developing his theory of symmetric spaces,

E. Cartan proved that a compact symmetric Riemannian space has

sectional curvature everywhere 5;0 and that a noncompact irreduci-

ble symmetric Riemannian space has sectional curvature everywhere

^0. H. Samelson has recently [S] proved an analogue of Cartan's

theorem for the compact case, namely that a homogeneous space

G/K where G is a connected compact Lie group, K a closed subgroup,

has sectional curvature everywhere 2:0. Here the metric on G/K is

the one that is obtained from a two-sided invariant metric on G by

the natural projection. While Samelson's proof is simple and geo-

metric it gives no information in the noncompact case.

In the present paper we give a proof of the theorem of Samelson by

a method which furnishes some additional information and which

can be used to prove Cartan's theorem for the noncompact case as

well as for the compact case.

2. Preliminaries. Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra

g. Let g—>Ad(g) denote the adjoint representation of G on g and let

X—»ad(X) denote the adjoint representation of g on g so ad(X)(Y)

= [X, Y]. Suppose if is a closed subgroup of G such that AddK)

(the image of K under g—*Ad(g)) is compact. If the Lie algebra of K

is t there exists a subspace mCg such that g=m + ! (direct sum of

vector spaces) and such that AdG(&)rriCm for all kEK. The mani-

fold G/K of left cosets gK can be given the structure of a Riemannian

manifold whose metric is invariant under G, that is for each xEG the

mapping t(x) : gK-^xgK of G/K onto G/K is an isometry. The natural

projection it of G onto G/K maps m isomorphically onto the tangent

space to G/K at ir(e) (e is the identity element of G) in such a way

that the action of Ad g(K) on m corresponds to the action of t(K)

on the tangent space. Thus a Riemannian metric on G/K invariant

under all t(x), xEG is uniquely determined by a positive definite

quadratic form on m, invariant under Ada(K). The space G/K is

called a symmetric Riemannian homogeneous space if the subspace m

above satisfies [m, m] CL For such a space we have then the relations

(1) g = m + t, [m, tn] C t, [m, t] C m, [f, f] C t.
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The space G/K will be called irreducible if AAq(K) acts irreducibly

on m.

3. The exponential mapping of a symmetric space. Let G/K he a

symmetric Riemannian space. The subspace m of g can be identified

with the tangent space to the complete Riemannian manifold G/K at

7r(e). Let Exp denote the mapping of m into G/K which maps straight

lines through 0 in m onto geodesies through ir(e) in G/K, preserving

lengths of segments of each such line.

An important theorem in the theory of symmetric spaces states

that each geodesic through ir(e) is an orbit of a one-parameter group

of "transvections" (see [l; 4]) which can be expressed

(2) Exp X = * o exp X for X E m.

For each XEvx, let Tx denote the restriction of (ad X)2 to m. From

the relations (1) we see that Tx maps m into itself. We consider m

as a manifold whose tangent space at each point is identified with

m itself under the usual identification of parallel vectors.

Theorem 1. The differential of the mapping Exp satisfies

(3) d Expx = dr(exp X) o £_, - for I£i,
„=o  (2m + 1)!

This theorem is useful because it describes the Exp-mapping by

means of an isometry and a linear transformation of tn which is

given in terms of the Lie algebra.

We first prove a lemma which describes the analogous situation on

G. This lemma is essentially equivalent to Cartan's formula which

expresses the Maurer-Cartan forms in canonical cordinates and is

proved in [3, p. 157]. We give a different proof here.

For each hEG, let L(h) denote the left translation g—^hg on G.

Lemma 2. Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g. Identi-

fying g with its tangent space at each point we have

\  _  g—adX

(4) d exox = dL(exp X) o-■ for X E 8-
adX

Proof. If D is a linear operator on the space CX(G) of indefinitely

differentiable functions on G and FECa(G), [DF](g) will denote the

value of DF at g. Each Z£g gives rise to a left invariant vector field

on G and therefore to an operator F—+ZF on C°°(G) which commutes

with left translations on G. The value of the function ZF at g is

given by
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Mco-urn*"*"*-*".

It follows by a simple induction that dn/dunF(expuZ) = [ZnF](expuZ)

which by Taylor's formula implies

«>       fn

(5) f(gexptZ) = Z~[Z"f](g)
n-o n\

if / is analytic in a neighborhood of g and £ is sufficiently small. Also

the Lie algebra element [X, Y] induces in the same fashion the oper-

ator X Y— YX. Now suppose / is analytic in a neighborhood V of e

in G and that U is an open neighborhood of 0 in g such that exp UC V-

Let XEU. Each F£g gives by parallel translation a tangent vector

to g at X and

[d exp* (F)/] (exp X) = [Y(f o exp)](X) = [-/(exp (X + *F))J   (0)

fi« I.   o    n\ ) (=o

Due to the analyticity of / the growth of its derivatives is so re-

stricted that the series in the last expression above can be differen-

tiated with respect to /, term by term. Only the first power of t gives

a contribution so we obtain

[d expx(Y)f](exp X)

= E ,    ,  ,,, [(FX" + XFX»~> + • • • + X"Y)f](e).
n-o (n + 1)!

To simplify this last expression we use the formula

m

(7) FX"' = X) (-l)pCm,3)X^(adX)"(F) X, Y E fl.

For w = l this amounts to the definition of ad X and for a general

integer  w>0   it  follows   easily  by  induction.   Using   the  relation

E"=o Cn-v,h = Cn+i,k+x we obtain

YX" + XFX"-1 + • • • + XT

n n—p

= E ** E (-l)iC„_p,4X»-^(adX)4(F)

= EC„+1,ft+1(-l)*X«-i(adX)*(F)
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which combined with (4) and (5) yields

[d expx (F)/](exp X) = f) \~ f) (-1)™        *        (adX)-(F)/] r»
r_oL r! m=0 (m + 1)! J

Tl - e~adx 1

-h^(F)/.rpZ)-
This proves the lemma for all XEU. Its validity for all of g is

obtained by analytic continuation as follows: Let Y\, ■ • • , Yn he a

basis of g and for each XE& put F* = dL(exp X)(Yf); then Yf,

i = l,2, ■ ■ • , nis a basis for the tangent space to G at exp X. Define

the functions t{j(X) by d expx( F.) = ^,- <iy(X) F*. Then each /„(X)

is an analytic function on g. On the other hand

1 — e~*ix
-—— (F.) = Ds^F,

adA y

where sy(X) are analytic functions on g. We have proved that

tn(X)=Sij(X) for all XEU and all i, j. But since <# and stj are

analytic functions on g this last equation holds for all X and the

lemma follows.

Theorem 1 now follows easily. From the relation ir o L(g)

= r(g) o it and (2) we obtain for F£m

1   _  g-adX

d Expx (Y) = dwod expx (Y) = dir o dL(exp X) o-(F)
adX

= <Mexp X) o dw Z (-1)"* '     ,'    , (F).
o (m + 1)!

From the relations (1) it follows that

i(Tx)n        iim= 2m,
dTo(adXr(Y)=V     ' .        '

(0 if m is odd

which proves Theorem 1.

4. The Riemannian curvature of a symmetric space. Let M he a

Riemannian manifold, m a point in M, Mm the tangent space to M

at m. The mapping Expm maps a neighborhood of 0 in Mm onto a

neighborhood of w in M in a one-to-one fashion such that line seg-

ments through 0 go into geodesies through m in M. Let 5 be a two-

dimensional subspace of Mm and K(S) the corresponding sectional

curvature. In order to apply Theorem 1 it is convenient to derive a

new expression for K(S).
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Lemma 3. Let A denote the Laplacian of the metric vector space S above

and let f be the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the restriction of Expm to

S (the ratio of the volume elements in Expm (S) and S) normalized by

/(0) = 1. Then

K(S) = - j A/(0).

Proof. Let Ao denote a small disk in S with center at 0 and radius

r and we put A=Expm(A0). Let A0(r) and A(r) denote the cor-

responding areas. Then

A(r) = £ f(X)dX = Ao(r) |/(0) + jr2[Af](0) + ■ ■ • j •

Applying Vermeil's formula

A0(r) - A(r)
K(S) = lim 12 ——-— ,

r-*o r2A0(r)

[2, p. 253], we get Lemma 3 immediately.

Theorem 2. Let G/K be a symmetric Riemannian space, Q the

quadratic form on m that gives the invariant metric on G/K. Let S be

a two-dimensional subspace of m spanned by the orthonormal vectors

Y and Z. Then

K(S) = -Q(TY(Z),Z).

Proof. Let Xx, ■ ■ ■ , Xn be a basis of m such that Q(X{, X,) = S/

and such that XX=Y, X2 = Z. Each XES can be represented X

= xxXx+x2X2 and the Laplacian A on S has the form

d2 d2

dx\       dx\

If a and b are two vectors in a metric vector space we denote by

a\/b the parallelogram spanned by a and b and by |aV&| the area.

Wewritev4x= Eo" [(2« + l) \]~lTnx andAx(Xi)=vui = \, 2. Since the

mapping T(exp X) is an isometry we see from Theorem 1

f(X) = J-L = Lv.,,
\xx\/x2\     ' '

If Ax has the matrix (A%1) with respect to the basis Xx, • ■ • , Xn,

f(X) =  | (AXXXX + ■ ■ ■ + AnXXn) V UiaX! + • ■ • + An2Xn) |

= [(AXXA22 - A12A2i)2 + ■ ■ ■ + (AixAj2 - AjXAi2)2 + ■ • • J1'2
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since | (AaAj2—AnAa)\ is the area of the projection of Vi\/v2 on the

(Xit Xy)-plane. In computing A/(0) from the expression for/(X) we

only have to consider terms of second order in xi and xt. Since the

matrix elements 7\y of Tx are either 0 or are of second order in Xi and

Xt we find easily

[A/](0) = [AAnA22](0) = [a(i + — Tn) (l + — T22^   (0)

= - [A(ru + r22)](o)

and since Tx = (ad(xiXi+x2X2))2 restricted to m,

[A/](0) = j [Q(TY(Z), Z) + Q(TZ(Y), Y) + Q(TY(Y), Y)

+ Q(TZ(Z), Z)\.

Here the last two terms vanish, the two first are equal and the theo-

rem follows from Lemma 3.

Theorem 3. Let G/K be an irreducible symmetric Riemannian space,

(i) If G/K is compact the sectional curvature is everywhere 3:0.

(ii) 2/ G/K is noncompact the sectional curvature is everywhere ^0.

Proof. We can assume that G acts effectively on G/K; it is well

known [4, p. 56] that either g is semi-simple or [m, m]=0. In the

latter case Theorem 3 is obvious so we assume g is semi-simple. Let

B denote the Killing form on g. By the irreducibility

(7) B(X, X) = XQ(X, X) for all X E m

where X is a constant. Let D be a positive definite quadratic form on

I invariant under AdG(K). The form <t>(Z, Z)=Q(X, X)+D(Y, Y)
(Z = X+Y, XEm, YEf) is positive definite and invariant under

Ada(K); hence if YEt, the linear transformation ad F has a skew

symmetric matrix with respect to d> and

(8) B(Y, Y) = Tr (adF adF) ^ 0.

Now let Z denote the center of G. Then the compact group Ad q(K)

is isomorphic to K/(ZC~\K). But ZC\K = e since G acts effectively so

K is compact. The constant X is negative in the case (i) and positive

in case (ii). Using the notation of Theorem 2 we obtain from (8)

B(TY(Z), Z) = -B([Y, Z], [Y, Z]) S;0. Theorem 3 now follows from

(7).
Remark. The conclusion of (i) in Theorem 3 holds whether or not
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G/K is irreducible. This can be seen by decomposing m into irreduci-

ble subspaces invariant under AdG(K) and orthogonal with respect

to Q. On each of those subspaces B is a nonpositive multiple of Q

and we can proceed as before.

5. Compact homogeneous spaces. The theorem of H. Samelson

mentioned in the introduction can be stated as follows.

Theorem 4. Let G be a compact connected Lie group, K a closed sub-

group. Let Q be a positive definite quadratic form on the Lie algebra g

invariant under Ad(G) and let m be the orthogonal complement to the

subalgebra t. The restriction of Q to tn defines a Riemannian metric on

G/K invariant under G, and with respect to this metric the sectional

curvature is everywhere StO.

Proof. In the two-sided invariant metric on G given by Q the

geodesies are the cosets of one-parameter subgroups. This is a special

case of (2) applied to the symmetric space G = (GXG)/D where D

is the diagonal of GXG, the symmetry automorphism of GXG

being (x, y)—>(y, x) and each (g, gx)EGXG giving the isometry

x—tgxgr1 of G. The geodesies in G/K through ir(e) are again projec-

tions of certain one-parameter subgroups in G, that is

(9) Exp X = 7T o exp X for X £ m.

(See [4, Theorem 13.2]. In [5] a simple geometric proof was based

on comparison between lengths of curves in G and their projections

in G/K.) Now let 5 be a two-dimensional subspace of m. We can

then find an orthonormal base (X,) of m and an orthonormal base

(X„) of i such that Xx and X2 span 5. Each XES can be written

X = xxXx+x2X2 and the Laplacian on S is

d2 d2

dx\       dx\

We also put [Xf, X;] = ]£* cijkXk+ ^2P Cij„Xp and ^4Ar = (adX)_1

•(1— e-adz). Let/ and F denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative of

the restrictions of exp and Exp to S. Then

\AX(XX)VAX(X2)\
'(A) —-i-i-

I xx v x21

and

\dir-Ax(Xx)\/dir-Ax(X2)\
F(X) =-j-j-•

|XxVX2|
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Now it is easily seen, that on cancelling terms of order 2:2 in xx and x2

Ax(Xi) = (1 + pi)Xi + p2X2 + ■ ■ ■ + pnXn + ■ ■ ■ + p,Xp + ■ ■ ■ ,

Ax(X2) = qiXi +(l + q2)X2 + ■ ■ ■ + qnXn + ■ ■ ■ + qaX, + ■ ■ ■

where the coefficients p and q are polynomials in xi and x2 of degree

Sil without constant terms. Moreover p„= —c2ipx2/2, q„= —Ci2ax„/2.

The expressions for dir-Ax(Xi) and dirAx(X2) are obtained by can-

celling the Xa from the expressions above. By a computation similar

to the one used in the proof of Theorem 2 we find

(10) A/(0) = AF(0) + - D c\2p.
2    p

By the remark following Theorem 3 (GXG)/D has curvature every-

where 2:0; by Lemma 3 Af^O and by (10) AF^O. This proves

Theorem 4.

Remark. From relation (10) it is easily seen that in the situation

described in Theorem 4, the curvatures of G and G/K are the same

for all sections of m if and only if c;y„=0, that is m is a subalgebra,

hence an ideal in g.
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